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HALLMARK CHANNEL ORIGINAL PRIMETIME SERIES 
‘GOOD WITCH’ 

Episode #1004 – Saturday, March 21, 2015 (8 pm ET/PT, 7C) 
 

CASSIE’S MISCHIEVOUS COUSIN ABIGAIL IS BACK IN MIDDLETON,  
FORCING CASSIE TO ATTEMPT TOUGH LOVE AS SAM AND GRACE  

ARE SWEPT UP IN ABIGAIL’S SPELL 
 

In Episode 1004: All In The Family, relationships in Middleton remain tense after the 
Heritage Ball when an unexpected guest returns to the Grey House that tests Cassie’s 
(Catherine Bell) intuitive charm.  As Grace (Bailee Madison) butts heads with her mother in an 
uncharacteristic fit of teenage angst, Cassie’s troublemaking cousin Abigail (Sarah Power) blows 
into Middleton with her signature mischievous smile.  The usually enchanting Cassie cautiously 
welcomes her cousin back to town, while Abigail wastes no time getting to know the new 
residents of the small town, including Sam (James Denton).  Abigail soon sets her sights on the 
handsome doctor and deviously crafts a plan to come between him and Stephanie (Kylee 
Evans), who has excitedly asked him on their first official date.  With Sam soon under Abigail’s 
spell, Cassie struggles to find common ground with Ryan (Anthony Lemke) after their kiss at the 
dance.  When a disagreement over Ryan’s new real estate development project threatens to 
deepen the wedge between them, they must decide how to move forward in their friendship—
with the possibility for romance hanging between them.  Then, Grace unwittingly turns to her 
older cousin for guidance, but quickly finds herself in over her head in a scary situation beyond 
the reach of her mother’s magic. 

Also starring: Catherine Disher (“Martha”), Hannah Endicott-Douglas (“Lori”), Rhys 
Matthew Bond (“Nick”), Shane Harte (“Anthony”) and John Rhys (“David”). 

“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films Production. Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Frank 
Siracusa, Craig Pryce and Sue Tenney are the executive producers. Catherine Bell is co-
executive producer.  Andrea Raffaghello is producer.  ITV Studios Global Entertainment controls 
distribution rights in the world for “Good Witch” outside of North America. 
 
Hallmark Channel on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube 
 
TWITTER: #GoodWitch, @HallmarkChannel, @reallycb, @BaileeMadison, @RhysMatthewBond, 
@ranthonylemke, @Shane28Harte 
 
CONTACT: Fowzia Iranpur, 818-755-2614 fowziairanpur@crownmedia.com 
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